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HIGH FINANCIAL 

STANDARDS

A GROUP WITH A WORLDWIDE FOOTPRINT

The world leader

In Temporary Surface

Protection

Chargeurs PCC 

Fashion Technologies
Chargeurs Technical 

Substrates

Chargeurs Luxury 

Materials

No. 1 worldwide

In interlinings for the 

Apparel Industry

Chargeurs 

Protective Films

The European Leader 

in funcionalized textiles

The world leader 

In premium, 

combed wool

49%

25%

573 M€ 2.000

REVENUE 2018
NUMBER OF 

EMPLOYEES 

WORLDWIDE

26%

A WORLD OF NICHE 
MARKET LEADERS

Chargeurs an International Group
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No Matter Where

We are a true global company.
We have eight factories, over thirty offices and distribution hubs around the world. 
That allows us to service over ninety countries across every major continent.
Our factories also serve as innovation labs, finding solutions for complex problems 
and ground-breaking designs.

No Matter When

Having offices in multiple time zones means that we are always available.
Which is why we are trusted by over 1 600 brands and 7 000 customers.
But that is nothing new.
We’ve been trusted by our clients since 1872, developing a strong reputation for 
personalized service and top quality products.

No Matter How

Working with the world’s biggest brands means we can’t stand still.
Our clients are ambitious and innovative, and we want to help them achieve even 
more.
We are always pushing our products forward to meet the changing needs of the 
industry.
Our global network of innovation centers allow us to work in partnership with our 
clients to test, learn and develop the best unique solutions for them.
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CHARGEURS*

PCC 

A GLOBAL 

FOOTPRINT

AT YOUR

SERVICE

300 MILLIONS 

METERS
OF INTERLINING
PER YEAR

8
FACTORIES
OFFERING
THE BEST 
PRODUCTIVITY

38 
SALES AND 
SERVICES OFFICE 
WORLDWIDE

3
INNOVATIONS LABS
IN PARIS, 
NEW YORK 
AND SHANGHAI

In Europe and Africa: France, Italy, Spain, Germany, United Kingdom, Portugal, Romania, Czech Republic, Turkey, Belgium, Netherlands, Tunisia, Ethiopia and South Africa. 

in Asia: China, South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines and India.

and in Americas: USA, Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela and Guatemala.
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This is where everything started. A century-old facility, fully

integrated, where all the articles of our range are manufactured.

Two hours away from Paris, Lainière de Picardie produces a wide

range of interlinings which are designed, knitted and coated under

the supervision of our textile and chemical experts.

Thanks to its renowned know-how and high technology, Lainière 

de Picardie ensures a permanent innovation capacity to meet the 

needs of our customers and address the ever changing

environment of the Fashion Industry.

LAINIERE DE PICARDIE : Our historical French factory
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Global Molecular Point (GMP) is a patented coating solution of 
CHARGEURS*PCC ensuring optimum adhesion to a wide range 
of application. 

With a bonding strength capacity twice a classic coating, this 
technology optimizes the conditions for fixing the interlining to 
the fabric without passing through, thus it is a guarantee for no 
strike back.

GMP respects all clothes, adapts to treatments and guarantee 
an ideal stability of the garments over time. 

CHARGEURS*PCC : know-how and cutting-edge technology
In case of very light and transparent outer fabrics, interlinings 
too must be almost invisible and imperceptible having at the 
same time the necessary bond strength and sublime hand-feel. 

In this special context our lighter and lighter high-end 
interlinings are supplied with the coloured T coating –
CHARGEURS*PCC exclusive -. 

The resin dot is coloured in the same colour shade of the textile 
base to get the maximum possible “invisibility” after application 
with a consequent total elimination of any “shiny” effect. 
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OUR BRANDS

AT THE CORE OF 
EVERY QUALITY SHIRT

UNDERLINE ELEGANCE

THE ULTIMATE SUSTAINABLE
INNER COMPONENT SOLUTION

EXTENSIVE RANGE FOR
MENSWEAR COLLECTION

EXTENSIVE RANGE FOR
WOMENSWEAR COLLECTION

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
TECHNICAL APPAREL & ACCESSORIES.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR GARMENT MANUFACTURING
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World leader in knitted products, Lainière Paris is a key player in the 

womenswear Haute Couture garment industry for more than a century. 

Lainière Paris produce its innovative range of products from its historical 

factory Lainière de Picardie, which is rooted into the heart of its identity.

The brand has the capacity to offer new products based on permanent 

investment in technologies and processes which gives Lainière Paris 

a leading position in the interlining industry as well as a worldwide 

reputation.

Knitting, finishing, dyeing, coating, packaging, Lainière Paris is always 

where the future of the fashion industry is at stake. 

UNDERLINE ELEGANCE
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AT THE CORE OF 

EVERY QUALITY SHIRT

CHARGEURS*PCC has a long history of knowledge in shirts through its 

brands DHJ.

Since 1945, DHJ is a renowned manufacturer of shirt interlinings. From 

standard single layer non-fusible cotton, to complex poly cotton 

assemblies, DHJ has mastered all technicalities.

DHJ’s worldwide network enables us to offer you consistent products 

and services wherever you need.

DHJ brings its expertise to shirt makers, which makes a real difference 

both at creation and production stages.        Credit: Hinson Wu
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CHARGEURS*PCC has a long history of knowledge in menswear 

solutions, servicing the main iconic brands (Brioni, Gucci, PVH, etc.).

With its extensive range of solutions for Menswear Chargeurs*PCC can 

accompany you for your whole Menswear collection.

From shoulder pads to full canvas, our experts in menswear are here to

find the best solution for your jackets.

CHARGEURS*PCC’s worldwide network enables us to offer you 

consistent products and services wherever you need.
Credit: Lardini
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CHARGEURS*PCC has a long history of knowledge in womenswear solutions 

inspired by its leading brand Lainiere Paris

With its extensive range of solutions for Womenswear Chargeurs*PCC can 

accompany you for your whole Womenswear collection from very light 

garments to heavy structure ones. 

With specialized solutions, our experts in womenswear are here to find the

best solutions to fit your designs.

CHARGEURS*PCC’s worldwide network enables us to offer you consistent 

products and services wherever you need.
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Chargeurs*PCC High Performance Technical Films are our 

innovative solutions for technical apparel & accessories.

We offer a large variety of solutions, ranging from:

• non-sew applications

• Lamination

• water-resistant seam sealing application

• Compression

• decorative finishing

• non-slip application and so on.

All these innovative solutions enhances your performance

fashion to be better fitting and more comfortable garments.
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Here at Chargeurs*PCC, we aim to overcome new 
challenges, adjust to changing market conditions, think 
creatively, fulfill and exceed every client need. 

Our Innovative Labs are distributed globally to match the 
product that best suit each of our customer’s unique fabric 
and garment.
With our customers we create ideas and solutions to 
problems encountered during the manufacturing process.

Here at Chargeurs*PCC, we aim to overcome new 
challenges, adjust to changing market conditions, think 
creatively, fulfill and exceed every client need. 

Our Innovative Labs are distributed globally to match the 
product that best suit each of our customer’s unique fabric 
and garment.
With our customers we create ideas and solutions to 
problems encountered during the manufacturing process.
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The Ultimate Sustainable Inner Component Solution
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Doing the right thing

We focus our corporate culture on being environmentally and socially responsible.

We believe that getting to better products starts by caring about people.

We may have the best technology but we fully understand that humans are the most 
important part of our business, so we take great pride in treating our staff, clients 
and suppliers ethically.

Doing right by humans also means doing right by the world.

We are constantly reducing our carbon footprint and reducing waste. We operate by 
the highest environmental standards in all of our territories.

Over 80% of our products are classified as Oeko-Tex Class 1.

We are part of Better Cotton Initiatives (BCI) and Cotton Leads, supporting 
sustainable cotton in the USA and developing world - or and worldwide.

We are committed to responsible sourcing and transparency.  We believe change is 
coming and we continue to commit to doing better and to doing good.  

So when it comes to apparel solutions, no matter where you are, no matter when 
you need us, and no matter how we can help, we will always be there for you and 
our planet.

50 products certified

LCA
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Regeneration of Synthetic Fiber from used PET bottles and used polyester garments

Used and disposed
polyester garment is cut up

Used PET bottles
cleaned and crushed

Polymerization into
polyester chips

Recycled Yarn
Polyester chips after

chemical reaction

Garment made out of
fabric from recycled yarn

Cleaned PET flakes
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Example
One jacket fused with our 
Sustainable Fifty

1.1 
bottle 

recycled

2L
of water 
saved

Water consumption

=
35g

of polyester interlining
=
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We are part of the UN 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development and the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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Chargeurs Group
CSR Commitments

We took a solemn pledge on June 29, 2017 by signing the 

Global Compact and its fundamental principles. To make 

this pledge a high profile event and a clear framework for 

our future action, we went to the United Nations 

headquarters to sign it.

This commitment to continuously improve our practices 

beyond the universally-recognized sustainable development 

principles we already respect, has been widely 

communicated internally within the Group.
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As part of the fashion industry Chargeurs-PCC recognizes the impact 

of our industry on the planet. We produce responsibly and have 

many initiatives to reduce our environmental impact, the WeForest

initiative give us an opportunity to offset our global travel footprint 

and add to Global Cooling and give our Planet a chance to recover 

and breath again

WeForest Initiative

Engaging small holder farmers
in reversing deforestation

3000
Trees

Funded

More information on www.forest.org/partner/chargeurs-pcc
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Thank you for your attention.
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